Check to Make Sure Receiver is Installed and How to Change Receiver Channel

The following directions explain how to check to make sure the receiver has been installed for use with TurningPoint and also how to change the receiver channel if necessary. *(By default the channel is set to 41, only change the channel if for some reason you have a conflict with another receiver or the response cards are not responding to that channel).*

1. Open up **TurningPoint**.
2. On the TurningPoint Toolbar, click on ‘**Tools**’.
3. Click ‘**Settings**’. is at the bottom of the menu list.
4. The Turning Point – **Settings window will open**.
5. Click on ‘**Response Device**’ on the left hand side under the ‘**Settings**’ tab.
6. On the right hand side of the screen you will see ‘**Response Card Channels**’. If they all say ‘**Empty**’ then no receiver is installed. If you see something similar to the screen below and it says ‘**Receiver**’ with some numbers after it, then one is installed. The number to the far right is the channel and by default is set to 41. You can change it by clicking on it to select it.